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Adams, Jessica 

From: Neville Jukes [neville@pjwelding.com.au] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1 I December 2007 11 :01 AM 

To: Adjudication 

Cc: jamie.martin@accc.gov.au 

Subject: Submission. 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 

Chairman: Mr Graeme Samuel 

Re: Proposed amendments to the shipping allocation at Port Waratah 
Coal Services (PWCS). 

Dear Mr Samuel, 

We are a small/medium engineering company located in the Newcastle 
area. Our main source of income is directly associated with smaller coal 
companies predominately the Bloomfield Group. 
We have grave concerns regarding proposed new shipping allocations at 
PWCS which will likely reduce the allocation to the smaller companies & 
support the corporate greed of a few multinationals. Our employees 
approach us on an almost daily basis enquiring about the stability of their 
employment. I assure them that the ACCC will look favourably on small 
Australian owned companies and not allow the large multinationals to 
overpower them. However on reading your website I see that you are 
seeking submissions regarding the matter. Please consider this letter as my 
submission & I would be delighted to attend a conference should you need 
input from a company whose survival is in the hands of the ACCC. 

I have read the public version of the PN/PWCS/QR Submission dated 11 
November 2007 and the Newcastle Port Corporation Submission dated 3 
December 2007 as well as submissions from other interested parties. 

These documents increase my concern regarding the whole issue of coal 
shipping from the port. The Newcastle Port Corporation Submission 
references the PNIPWCSIQR submission so I have used this document as a 
reference for my specific comments and make the following points: 

Page 3 para 1 - The Lease requires PWCS to operate the Kooragang Island terminal as 
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a 'common user facility', which requires PWCS to offer services to any and every shipper of 
coal through the Port of Newcastle on a non-discriminatory basis (Common User 
Provision). 
This lease requirement cannot be complied with using the proposed VQMS 
and I have my doubts that it is being complied with under the current CBS. 

Page 5 para 3 dot 1 - as a consequence of the proposed "lesser of port or rail" 
methodology, the VMQS may have the effect of reducing the capacity allocations of certain 
coal shippers relative to those that are available to those shippers under the CBS; 
If the VQMS reduces the capacity of "certain" coal shippers how can the 
Newcastle Port Corporation meet its non-discriminatory obligation under 
the lease agreement? Surely there should be at least protection for a 
shipper's historical capacity usage. No shipper should be forced to reduce 
production from their previous year. 

Page 5 last para - The Newcastle Port Corporation requests that the Proposed System 
be authorised for the period 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2008, or until the Commission 
approves the application for authorisation of the VQMS, whichever is earlier. 
This statement appears to suggest the VQMS approval is a fait a compli. 
Can you confirm that my submission will be given due consideration? 

Page 6 para 1 - . . . .. Newcastle Port Corporation must have regard to its statutory 
objectives, which include: 

the exhibition of social responsibility by having regard to the interests of the 
community, for example, by ensuring continued employment and the 
development of the local economy. 

If the Newcastle Port Corporation "MUST" ensure the development of the 
local economy. How can that be achieved by the closure of Australian 
owned mines and the expansion of Multinationals? 

Page 6 2nd last para - . . ... that the Services are made available to any and every 
shipper of coal through the Port of Newcastle ("user't) under conditions and at a cost for like 
services that are not discriminatory as between users.. . ''. 
I bring your attention to the words "NON-DISCRIMINATORY" again. 

Page 12 2nd last para - The VQMS is proposed to be administered by an Administration 
Panel, comprising one representative from each of PWCS, Pacific National and QR 
Limited. 
Page 13 point 4 top of page - 4 rail providers determine their respective 
customers' individual rail allocations based on their individual commercial rail haulage 
agreements; 
It is quite obvious that with the rail providers comprising 67% of the 
administration the "NON-DISCRIMINATORY" phrase will again be in 
question. The rail providers would be obligated to their clients particularly 
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their major clients. In my opinion this would only generate work for the 
ICAC not small Australian companies in the local community. 

Page 1 5 dot 3 - However, given the methodology for capacity allocation under the 
VQMS curtails the entitlements of several coal producers, there may be certain competition 
issues that flow from the introduction of the VQMS. 
How can several coal producers have their entitlements curtailed if the 
system is "NON-DISCRIMINATORY"? 

I fear for the viability of companies like mine and therefore the continued 
employment of our employees. I believe there are many others who have 
not viewed any documents on this issue and don't realise the ramifications 
of these proposals. 

I understand that there is a capacity issue with the coal chain which needs 
to be managed. However as a minimum, surely a company's most recent 
production should be protected ie. Regardless of the system adopted there 
should be no reduction from the 2007 levels actually achieved. This will 
provide certainty of revenue for all coal companies, with the flow-on being 
stability for service companies like my own. The reported increase 
capacity of the port can then be shared between any new mines and those 
mines desiring additional tonnes. 

I suggest you note in your findings that there is an opportunity for the 
Government to explore the possibility of a rail subsidy to enable some of 
the Hunter Valley coal to be shipped from Port Kembla where the facilities 
are under utilised. This could be done at nightloff peak and have no impact 
on commuters. It would obviously reduce the vessel queues at the Port of 
Newcastle & allow time to build additional loading facilities. 

In closing I request you (as an Australian) genuinely consider the fact that 
any profits from the smaller companies remain in Australia. I believe you 
are in a position to reject proposals from the multinationals that effectively 
squeeze the small operators out. I urge you to make a historic statement in 
the growth of our country by recommending an even better allocation for 
these smaller Aussies. 

Yours sincerely, 
Neville Jukes 
Managing Director 
P & J Welding 
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20 Mitchell Rd. 
Cardiff N.S.W. 2285. 
Phone: 0249 5479 1 1 


